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Abstract: Deduction allows us to draw consequences from previous knowledge. Deductive reasoning
can be applied to several types of problem, for example, conditional, syllogistic, and relational. It has
been assumed that the same cognitive operations underlie solutions to them all; however, this hypoth-
esis remains to be tested empirically. We used event-related fMRI, in the same group of subjects, to
compare reasoning-related activity associated with conditional and syllogistic deductive problems. Fur-
thermore, we assessed reasoning-related activity for the two main stages of deduction, namely encod-
ing of premises and their integration. Encoding syllogistic premises for reasoning was associated with
activation of BA 44/45 more than encoding them for literal recall. During integration, left fronto-lateral
cortex (BA 44/45, 6) and basal ganglia activated with both conditional and syllogistic reasoning.
Besides that, integration of syllogistic problems additionally was associated with activation of left pari-
etal (BA 7) and left ventro-lateral frontal cortex (BA 47). This difference suggests a dissociation
between conditional and syllogistic reasoning at the integration stage. Our finding indicates that the
integration of conditional and syllogistic reasoning is carried out by means of different, but partly
overlapping, sets of anatomical regions and by inference, cognitive processes. The involvement of BA
44/45 during both encoding (syllogisms) and premise integration (syllogisms and conditionals) sug-
gests a central role in deductive reasoning for syntactic manipulations and formal/linguistic represen-
tations. Hum Brain Mapp 31:1430–1445, 2010. VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Deductive reasoning allows us to draw consequences
(conclusions) from previous knowledge (premises). Impor-
tant for developing formal science, it is all the more im-
portant for everyday thinking, as it underlies the drawing
of explicit forecasts and expectations that drive behavior.
Experimental cognitive psychology has investigated
deduction by means of three main classes of deductive
problems: (A) propositional reasoning problems using logi-
cal connectives such as ‘‘if : : : then’’ (i.e. conditional prob-
lems), ‘‘either : : : or’’ (i.e. disjunctive problems), ‘‘and,’’
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‘‘not,’’ whose logic is best described by propositional cal-
culus; (B) reasoning problems using quantified predicative
statements, such as ‘‘all X are Y’’ or ‘‘no X are Y,’’ whose
logic is best described by predicate calculus; this sort of
problem is typically referred to as an ‘‘Aristotelian’’ or
‘‘categorical’’ syllogism; (C) a large class of relational prob-
lems, some involving linguistic and others pictorial prem-
ises all of which involve descriptions of extra-logic
relationships between terms (e.g., spatial relationships,
temporal relationships, quantities, etc.).

Irrespective of problem type, deductive reasoning
always entails first the representation of a set of premises
that are then integrated in order to draw some conclusion
[e.g., Braine and O’Brien, 1998; Johnson-Laird and Byrne,
1991]. A fundamental unresolved question is whether the
same mental representations and integration processes
underlie different types of deductive problems, or whether
different processes are engaged depending on the specific
type of problem. This study addresses this issue for condi-
tional problems and quantified syllogisms (Types A and B
above). Conditionals and quantifiers are involved in most
deductive arguments, both in formal settings and in every-
day reasoning. Their importance is mirrored by the inter-
est they have aroused both in logic and in psychology.
The use and meaning of ‘‘if’’ is probably the most debated
issue in the history of logic [Woods et al., 1997]. One com-
mon way of dating the beginning of modern logic is by
reference to Frege’s introduction of quantification theory,
in 1879 [Jager, 1972]. Similarly, the original cores of two
most influent psychological theories of deduction [i.e.,
‘‘mental models theory,’’ Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991;
and ‘‘mental logic theories’’ Braine and O’Brien, 1998]
dealt exclusively with problems involving propositional
connectives and quantifiers.1 Among connectives, both the-
ories devote special attention to conditionals [Byrne and
Johnson-Laird, 2009]. These two theories assume that a
common cognitive mechanism underlies conditional and
syllogistic reasoning. Conditional and syllogistic premises
would be represented in the same format: an analogical
representation of meaning for the mental models theory,
or syntactic strings for the mental logic theory. Premises
would then be integrated by combinatorial processes in
mental models theory, or by applying transformational
rules in mental logic theory, irrespective of problem type.

However, behavioral studies have also described distinct
reasoning strategies for specific types of deductive prob-
lem [e.g., Roberts, 2004]. For example, strategies based on
Euler’s or Gergonne’s circles [Erickson, 1974; Politzer
et al., 2006] or characteristic diagrams [Stenning and Ober-

lander, 1995] have been described for syllogisms; the effect
of lexical marking [Clark, 1969] and of anchoring to linear
representations [De Soto et al., 1965] has been described
specifically for relational problems; while probabilistic
assumptions about the extension of classes has been found
to affect reasoning with conditionals [Evans et al., 2003;
Oaksford and Chater, 1994, 2003]. Furthermore, some
kinds of problem can be solved using more than one strat-
egy, resulting in systematic inter-individual differences:
e.g., for syllogisms, Störring [1908], Ford [1995]. Bacon
et al. [2003] found that some people adopted predomi-
nantly spatial strategies, while others employed mainly
verbal ones. Overall, these findings suggest that there
might be some qualitative difference among the represen-
tation and integration processes recruited during deduc-
tive reasoning either across different classes of problem
(e.g. conditional problems versus quantified syllogisms),
or across individuals, or both.

Accordingly there is a discrepancy between current cog-
nitive theories of reasoning that postulate common mecha-
nisms irrespective of problem type [Braine and O’Brien,
1998; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991] and neuroimaging
data that have often revealed differential neural substrates
depending on problem type [Fangmeier et al., 2006; Goel
et al., 2000, 2004; Goel and Dolan, 2001, 2003; Knauff et al.,
2003; Reverberi et al., 2007]. However, it should be noted
that these associations and dissociations in the brain imag-
ing literature have been typically inferred on the basis of
qualitative comparisons across studies, rather than by
direct testing within the same experiment in the same
group of subjects. Thus, it is difficult to evaluate the actual
implications of imaging data on current cognitive theories
of reasoning.

Our central aim here was to provide direct evidence of
association and/or dissociation of reasoning-related activa-
tions for different types of reasoning problems, specifically
conditional and syllogistic problems. Critically, we com-
pared problems solved by the same participants, within
the same experimental paradigm, and with stimuli that
share similar superficial features. In this way we were able
to remove any potential confounds introduced by differen-
ces in paradigms/stimuli and by the use of different par-
ticipants, which could each account for some of the
problem specific activations reported in previous neuroi-
maging experiments [e.g., Monti et al., 2007; Reverberi
et al., 2007]. Furthermore, a within-participants design
allowed formal testing for differences between activation
patterns associated with the different types of deductive
problem. To date, such evidence is still unavailable.

A second issue that we addressed concerns the neural
correlates of the subprocesses thought to engage at differ-
ent stages of deductive problem solving. Mental models
and mental logic theories [Braine and O’Brien, 1998; John-
son-Laird and Byrne, 1991; Rips, 1994] propose that deduc-
tion is a multistage process, in which the first stage is an
encoding of premises in working memory, and the second
consists of the integration of premises to generate a

1Even though they originally focused mostly on propositional and
quantified reasoning, both theories have also devised explanations
of how they can account for relational reasoning as well. For mental
models theory, see e.g. Goodwin and Johnson-Laird [2005]. Themen-
tal logic approach allows introducing formal meaning postulates for
solving relational problems [Braine and O’Brien, 1998; Rips, 1994].
Specific implementations of rule based theories dealing with of rela-
tional reasoningwere devised byHagert [1984] andOhlsson [1984].
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conclusion whenever possible. This view is widely shared
by other scholars, who conceive of mental representations
and the processes that act upon them as discrete—albeit
linked—components of deduction [e.g., Stenning and Mon-
aghan, 2004]. In this study, we separately assessed the
encoding and integration stages of both propositional (con-
ditional) and quantified (syllogistic) arguments. This fur-
ther evidence is important given that it cannot be safely
assumed that different classes of deductive reasoning pro-
duce the same activation patterns in the two main process-
ing stages.

The encoding stage was investigated by comparing
brain activity when volunteers read a sentence with the
explicit aim of then using it for reasoning (first premise
of the argument), versus reading of the very same
sentence to remember it literally. This allowed us to
investigate whether encoding for reasoning requires dif-
ferent representations (e.g., representing deep structural
features) than encoding for literal recall. Furthermore,
we compared directly conditional and syllogistic first
premises, thus testing for selective processes for one or
the other type of problem at the encoding stage. The
integration stage of deductive reasoning was investigated
by measuring activation patterns elicited by the second
premise of an argument. We compared second premises
that could be integrated with the first premise (thus
yielding a conclusion), with literally identical premises
that could not be integrated (i.e. the same second pre-
mise but now following a different, unrelated first
premise).

These procedures allowed mapping of the encoding and
integration stages of reasoning to their specific neural sub-
strates. Comparisons of these patterns of activation for
conditional and syllogistic premises permitted a compre-
hensive examination of the similarities and differences
between the neural correlates of propositional and quanti-
fied reasoning both at the encoding and at integration
stages of the reasoning cascade.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-six healthy subjects (aged 25 years on average,
SD: 5.0; 15 males) participated in the experiment. After
instruction in the procedure, all participants gave written
informed consent. All were right-handed, had normal
vision, with no neurological or psychiatric history. The ab-
sence of gross structural brain abnormalities was checked
on structural scans. The study was approved by the
Santa Lucia Foundation (Scientific Institute for Research
Hospitalization and Health Care) independent Ethics
Committee.

Stimuli

One hundred thirty-two deductive problems and 40
memory trials were administered to participants during
fMRI scanning. Among the 132 deductive problems, 72
were categorical syllogisms and 60 were conditional
problems. The deductive problems consisted of two
factors—integrability (integrable vs. nonintegrable prem-
ises) and type of sentence (syllogistic vs. conditional
problems).

Each deductive problem consisted of two or three prem-
ises and a set of four alternative conclusions (Table I and
Fig. 1). All sentences described the qualities of an unspeci-
fied ‘‘thing’’ by means of nonexistent two-syllabic adjec-
tives with a plausible phonological structure in Italian. For
example: ‘‘ogni cosa rufa è tenna’’ (i.e. ‘‘every rufa thing is
tenna’’), where ‘‘cosa’’ means ‘‘thing,’’ ‘‘ogni’’ means ‘‘ev-
ery,’’ ‘‘è’’ means ‘‘is,’’ and ‘‘rufa’’ and ‘‘tenna’’ are two non-
words. The second premise (P2) was crucial for deductive
problems. It could be integrable (48 syllogistic and 38 con-
ditional problems) or nonintegrable (24 syllogistic and 22
conditional problems), depending on whether it shared an
adjectival term with the first premise (P1) or not. The pres-
ence of a common term (Table I) allowed the generation of
a deductive conclusion from P1 and P2. All integrable P2

were directly followed by four conclusions, from which
participants had to choose the valid one rapidly. When P2

was nonintegrable, preventing generation of a valid conclu-
sion from P1 and P2, the correct answer on presentation of
the four alternative statements was ‘‘nothing follows’’ (this
occurred in 14 syllogistic and 12 conditional problems).
However, in 10 syllogistic and 10 conditional trials, a non-
integrable P2 was followed by a third premise, P3, that
was always integrable with P2 and hence allowed a conclu-
sion from them. In those trials, the four alternative state-
ments were given directly after P3 for a choice to be made.
Subjects were informed about this feature of the design
and were told that when P2 was nonintegrable, they no
longer needed to keep P1 in mind but had to memorize P2

because it could be followed by a P3 that allowed a con-
clusion. This manipulation was introduced to ensure that

TABLE I. Example of the different type of problems

used in the study

Integrable Nonintegrable

Quantified P1 Every thing x is y P1 Every thing x is y
P2 Every thing y is z P2 Every thing z is s

(P3 Every thing s is t)

Conditional P1 If a thing is x
then is y

P1 If a thing is x then is y

P2 If a thing is y
then is z

P2 If a thing is z then is s

(P3 If a thing is s then is t)

Letters written in italics stand for a bisyllabic Italian nonword such
as ‘‘rufa.’’ The nonwords are in adjectival position and agree with
the gender of the word ‘‘thing’’ (feminine in Italian). The nonintegr-
able sentences can be made by two or three sentences. When pres-
ent, the third sentence is always integrable with the second.
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Figure 1.

Scheme of stimulus presentation for a reasoning trial (top panel)

and a memory trial (bottom panel). R: cue in reasoning trials; M:

cue in memory trials; P: Premises; C: Conclusions. Each key-

press was followed by the presentation of a blank screen for

2 s. Only the BOLD signal associated with the presentation of

the first and the second sentences (see dashed lines) was used

for statistical inference. Thus, activity associated with the choice

between alternative conclusions and the presentation of the

third sentence (when applicable) were not included in the fMRI

group analyses.

Figure 2.

Brain areas activated during integration of deductive premises (P2) rendered onto a T1-weighted

brain image (P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). In the left panel, integration effect

on syllogistic problems; in the middle panel integration effect on conditional problems, and in the

right panel the brain areas in which both effects are present (conjunction analysis). Color scale

(t-values) on the bottom-left.



subjects processed the nonintegrable P2 fully (see the pro-
cedure later).

For integrable conditional problems, we used the following
three logical forms (for the sake of clarity nonwords have
been substituted by letters):

Conditional1: P1 If a thing is x then it is y
P2 If a thing is y then it is z
Correct conclusion: If a thing is x then it is z

Conditional2: P1 If a thing is x then it is y
P2 If a thing is x then it is z
Correct conclusion: If a thing is x then it is y
and z

Conditional3: P1 If a thing is x then it is z
P2 If a thing is y then it is z
Correct conclusion: If a thing is x or y then it
is z

Categorical syllogisms were also administered. For example:

P1 Everything x is y
P2 Nothing y is z
Correct conclusion: Nothing x is z

In general, a categorical syllogism consists of two prem-
ises (P1 and P2 in the example) followed by a conclusion.
The two premises make assertions about class relationships
among three terms (x, y, and z in the example), one of which
is common to the two premises (the middle term, y in the
example). Syllogisms differ depending on two main proper-
ties. First, the type of premise (P1 and P2): universal affirma-
tive (‘‘every x is y’’), universal negative (‘‘no x is y’’),
particular affirmative (‘‘some x is y’’), and particular nega-
tive (‘‘some x is not y’’). Second, the position of the middle
term in each premise (this property is called the figure of the
syllogism) can be varied four ways. Combining the different
levels of these two factors, 64 different categorical
syllogisms can be devised. Among these, we were mainly
interested in syllogisms that can be rapidly and correctly

solved by most people. Thus, we selected a subset of nine
syllogisms2 (Table I for an example) from the easy end of
the spectrum of syllogism types [Dickstein, 1978]. These syl-
logisms are similar to those used in most preceding studies
in the neuroimaging field [Goel et al., 2000; Goel and Dolan,
2003, 2004]. However, it has been pointed out that easy syl-
logisms can also be correctly solved by means of simple
nonlogical heuristics, e.g., the atmosphere heuristic [Rever-
beri et al., 2009a]. To prevent this possible confound, we
introduced a further set of syllogistic problems3 that cannot
be correctly solved in this way. Thus, during training (see
later, procedure), subjects realized that use of the atmos-
phere heuristic was not a viable strategy for correctly solv-
ing all items. This tended to prevent them from using this
strategy during subsequent fMRI scanning. Overall, during
fMRI scanning, 48 integrable syllogistic problems were
administered: of these, 24 problems were similar to those
used in preceding studies (henceforth ‘‘the main set,’’ used
for the main neuroimaging analyses) and 24 belonged to
our newly introduced nonheuristic set.

Memory trials were included as baseline for the encod-
ing stage of reasoning trials. They contained only one sen-
tence (P1), followed by a set of four alternative answers.
The single premise was either a conditional (n ¼ 20) or a
quantified (n ¼ 20) statement, with the same sentence
structure as used in deductive problems.

Procedure

The experiment was carried out in Italian under the control
of a personal computer running PresentationTM experimental
software (www.neurobs.com). Subjects were informed they
would do either a ‘‘reasoning’’ or a ‘‘memory’’ task, depend-
ing on the letter presented at the beginning of each trial (‘‘R’’
for a reasoning and ‘‘M’’ for a memory trial, Fig. 1).

In reasoning trials, the task was identical in all problem
types. Participants were required to solve a deductive
problem involving a series of premises about imaginary
features of objects. All the premises (i.e. P1, P2, plus some-
times P3) were to be assumed true. Participants were
asked to read each premise and whenever possible, to

TABLE II. Reaction times (milliseconds) and accuracy (proportion of correct responses)

RT P1 RT P2 integrable RT P2 nonintegrable RT C Accuracy integrable Accuracy nonintegrable

Reasoning
Syllogisms 2913 (749) 3983 (860) 3143 (854) 2321 (433) 0.75 (0.16) 0.83 (0.10)
Conditionals 3304 (825) 3341 (854) 3378 (853) 2950 (680) 0.78 (0.12) 0.86 (0.11)

Memory
Syllogisms 2615 (599) 2379 (317) 0.94 (0.07)
Conditionals 3007 (756) 2774 (341) 0.94 (0.06)

RT, reaction time; P1, P2, first and second premise; C, conclusion.
For reaction times only correct trials are considered.

2Specifically we used syllogisms of the following types [reported in
standard notation, see Dickstein, 1978]: aa4, ae2, ae4, ai1, ai3, ea1,
ea2, ia3, ia4. All of these syllogisms have a valid solution.

3The syllogisms that could not be solved bymeans of simple nonlogi-
cal heuristics were aa2, aa3, ae1, ai2, ea4, and ia2.
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draw a new conclusion promptly and accurately. At the
end of each trial, subjects were asked to recognize their
inferred conclusion. Participants were told that if they
were unable to reach a conclusion on P2, they should
nevertheless read and remember it carefully because P2

could be critical for establishing a conclusion with a P3 if
such occurred. This requirement was designed to force
subjects to process P2 fully (reading, encoding) even when
P2 could not be integrated with P1. Furthermore it intro-
duced a need to update the content of working memory
even in the case of nonintegrable P2 stimuli, thus equating
the working memory requirements of integrable and non-
integrable conditions.

In memory trials, subjects were told to read and remem-
ber sentences carefully for fast recognition from among
four subsequently presented sentences.

Each reasoning trial started with a central cue (‘‘R’’) last-
ing one second (Fig. 1). After a delay lasting on average
3 s (range 2–4 s), the premises (P1, P2 and, in some trials,
P3) were shown serially, one at a time. No constituents of
a problem (premises or conclusions) ever appeared to-
gether (Fig. 1). The presentation rate was in part controlled
by participants who were required to press a key (with
the right index finger) as soon as they were ready to pro-
ceed to the next premise (P2, P3) or conclusion. Once par-
ticipants pressed the key, a blank screen (the interstimulus
delay) followed for 2 s (see Fig. 1). The maximum time
available for processing each premise was 8 s. If the key
was not pressed before this deadline, a trial was inter-
rupted and scored incorrect. After a delay following the
final premise (P2 or P3) a question mark was presented for
0.4 s, anticipating the presentation of four alternative and
numbered conclusions. Participants had to recognize as
rapidly as possible the one that was identical to their own
conclusion from among the four alternatives. Subjects
responded using an MR compatible button box (answer 1:
left middle finger; 2: left index finger; 3: right index finger;
4: right middle finger). Time granted for answering at this
stage depended on the stimulus type: 3 s for syllogisms
and 5 s for conditional sentences. Conditional problems
had longer time windows because the conclusion could be
longer and more linguistically complex than conclusions
to categorical syllogisms. It is important to note that these
short time windows were barely enough to recognize a
target sentence among three distracters. Because of the
strict time limitation, we plausibly assumed that no further
reasoning was possible at the stage of conclusion recogni-
tion. In this way, participants were forced to produce rele-
vant inferences during P2 processing (or P3 processing, in
some nonintegrable problems). The overall duration of
each trial ranged from a theoretical minimum of 6.8 s to a
maximum of 37.8 s, depending on how fast participants
processed the premises and drew conclusions. The average
duration of a trial across participants and problem types
was 20.4 s (SD ¼ 4.0 s).

The memory trials began with a central cue (‘‘M’’) pre-
sented for 0.4 s followed by a delay lasting on average 3 s

(2–4 s range). Participants were then presented with either
a conditional or a quantified statement (P1). They had to
press a key as soon as they were ready to proceed to the
next phase. Again, a maximum of 8 s was allowed after
which the trial was interrupted and marked incorrect.
Once participants pressed a key, a question mark was
shown for 0.4 s. Four alternative and numbered sentences
followed. The task of each participant was to choose the
sentence identical to P1 and to press the corresponding
key (maximum response time 5 s). The overall duration of
each memory trial ranged from a theoretical minimum of
4.8 s to a maximum of 20.8 s, depending on how fast par-
ticipants responded to premises and drew conclusions.
The average duration of a trial across participants and
problem types was 12.1 s (SD 2.8 s).

The 172 trials of the experimental phase were divided
into four separate fMRI runs, with 43 trials for each run.
Eighteen of these were syllogistic reasoning problems, 15
were conditional and 10 were memory trials. In each fMRI
run, every type of problem was administered in a different
randomized order across participants.

Before fMRI scanning, all participants underwent a train-
ing session. During training, we presented problems similar
to those used during scanning. Training problems tapped
the same logical formal structures. They were made superfi-
cially different from the experimental ones by changing the
nonwords used. Unlike experimental fMRI sessions, sub-
jects received correctness feedback at the end of each trial
during training. Furthermore, in case of a wrong answer,
the whole problem was presented again and the correct
response was shown. The training phase ended either after
achieving at least eight correct responses of 10 consecutive
trials in both conditional and syllogistic problems of the
main-set or after 45 min, irrespective of the performance
attained. A minimum of 40 training trials was administered.

Dependent Variables

We considered the following behavioral variables:

1. Average accuracy for conditional and main-set syllo-
gistic problems.

2. Heuristic index: proportion of responses that were
wrong but consistent with the atmosphere heuristic in
the nonheuristic set of syllogistic problems. For exam-
ple, in a problem like: ‘‘everything y is x’’; ‘‘every-
thing y is z,’’ the correct answer is ‘‘something x is z.’’
However, the atmosphere heuristic would incorrectly
prompt a different choice: namely, ‘‘everything x is
z.’’ Of the four alternative conclusions proposed in
each problem belonging to the nonheuristic set, only
one was consistent with simple atmosphere heuristics,
the others were either correct or incorrect, but always
inconsistent with the atmosphere heuristic.

3. Reaction times on integrable and non-integrable senten-
ces for both conditional and syllogistic problems. Only
correctly answered trials were used to compute RTs.
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Image Acquisition

Imaging was carried out in a 3T Siemens Allegra head
scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Blood oxygenation
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast was obtained using echo
planar T2*-weighted imaging (EPI). Acquisition of 32
transverse slices provided coverage of the whole cerebral
cortex. Repetition time was 2.08 s, echo time was 30 ms,
and in-plane resolution was 3 mm � 3 mm; slice thickness
and gap were 2.5 mm and 1.25 mm, respectively.

Data Analysis

Behavioral data were analyzed with the SPSS statistical
package. Imaging data were analyzed using SPM2
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first four image volumes
of each run were discarded to allow for stabilization of
longitudinal magnetization. Given that our experiment
was self-paced, the overall number of volumes available
partly depended on the average speed of each subject.
Thus, on average 1561 (SD ¼ 116) volumes for each sub-
jects were available for analysis, ranging from a minimum
of 1355 volumes to a maximum of 1748. Preprocessing
included rigid-body transformation (realignment) and slice
timing to correct for head movement and slice acquisition
delays. The images were then normalized to MNI space
using nonlinear warping implemented in SPM2 using the

mean of all functional volumes as a template and then
smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 8 mm full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
and to facilitate group analyses. The time series for each
participant was high-pass filtered at 128 s and prewhit-
ened by means of an autoregressive model AR(1) [Friston
et al., 2002].

Statistical inferences were based on a random effects
approach [Friston et al., 1999; Penny et al., 2004] that com-
prised two steps. First, the data were best fitted at every
voxel for each participant using a combination of effects of
interest. The effects of interest were the times of onset of
the 18 event types within each of the four fMRI-runs.
Onsets corresponded to the time of appearance on the
screen of the specific stimulus type, delayed by 1 s to take
account of the initial reading of sentences. The eight theo-
retically interesting event types corresponded to cells of
the two following factorial designs. The first factorial
design considers only P1 and contains 2 (task type: reason-
ing vs. memory) � 2 (problem type: conditionals vs. syllo-
gisms) cells. The second design considers only P2 and is
again a 2 � 2 design with factors integrability (integrable
sentence vs. nonintegrable sentence) and problem type
(conditionals vs. syllogisms). We also modeled events that,
while not considered in second-level analyses (see below),
may have produced specific hemodynamic responses.
These events were the initial cue, the second premise (P2)

TABLE III. Peak activations for the fMRI analyses showing significant integration effects

Laterality Brodmann area x y z Z score Cluster size (k)

Conditional problems
Inferior frontal gyrus Left 44/45 �50 14 20 7.58 749
Precentral gyrus Left 6 �50 4 44 5.42 118
Supplementary motor area Left 6 �8 6 73 5.11 76
Basal ganglia Left �18 6 9 5.34 67

Syllogistic problems
Middle frontal gyrus (orbital portion) Left 46/47 �46 48 �2 5.07 23
Inferior frontal gyrus Left 44/45 �50 14 20 >8 1117
Inferior frontal gyrus Left 45/47 �48 34 2 5.21 46
Middle frontal gyrus Left 6 �44 6 54 5.69 503
Supplementary motor area Left 6 �6 18 50 5.51 73
Basal ganglia Left �12 12 4 5.85 248
Precuneus Medial 7 �2 �62 42 6.31 324
Inferior parietal Left 7 �32 �74 48 4.87 15
Middle occipital gyrus/angular gyrus Left 39/19 �34 �78 30 5.48 200

Conjunction: syllogistic and conditional problems
Inferior frontal gyrus Left 44/45 �50 14 20 7.58 706
Basal ganglia Left �18 10 2 5.34 51
Precentral gyrus Left 6 �48 6 46 5.08 70
Supplementary motor area Left 6 �6 16 56 5.05 19

Interaction: syllogistic > conditional problems
Middle occipital gyrus/angular gyrus Left 39/19 �32 �86 22 4.31 1104
Precuneus Medial 7 �14 �50 48 4.21 1043

Coordinates [x, y, z in space of Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template] and selection of cluster maxima according to the con-
ventions of SPM2.
All the reported main effects are significant P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons at voxel level. Interaction effects are significant
P < 0.05 at cluster level.
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in nonheuristic problems, the third premises (P3), the ques-
tion mark and the presentation of alternative conclusions.
Five additional factors were used to model error trials
separately from correct trials. Thus, 18 conditions were
considered overall. All events were modeled as miniblocks
of duration corresponding to timing stimuli shown on
screen.

All stimulus functions were convolved with the stand-
ard SPM2 hemodynamic response function. Linear com-
pounds (contrasts) were used to determine responses
for the encoding (P1: reasoning task > memory task) and
integration effects (P2, integrable > nonintegrable senten-
ces) across fMRI runs in both conditional and syllogistic
problems. This resulted in the generation of four
contrast images per participant. The two first images con-
cerned the encoding effect, corresponding to these con-
trasts on P1: (reasoning > memory)cond and (reasoning >
memory)syll. The last two images concerned the integration
effect, corresponding to these contrasts on P2 (integrable >
nonintegrable)cond and (integrable > nonintegrable)syll. The
four contrast images per subject then underwent a second
step comprising two ANOVAs (one for encoding and one
for integration) that modeled the mean of each effect.
Finally, linear compounds were used to compare these
effects, now using between-subject (rather than between-
scan) variance. Correction for nonsphericity was used to
account for possible differences in error variance across
conditions and any nonindependent error terms for
repeated measures analysis. The P-values corrected for
multiple comparisons were assigned using Family Wise
Error (FWE) at the voxel-level, considering the whole brain
as the volume of interest. Unthresholded t-maps are also
provided (Supp. Info.) to allow evaluation of the overall
distribution of main effect associated brain activity even
when changes were not significant.

A conjunction analysis was performed to identify activa-
tions common to conditional problems and syllogisms in
the integration phase. Conjunction analyses use SPMs of the
minimum t-statistic compared to a conjunction null [Nichols
et al., 2005]. Next, we highlighted areas showing problem-
specific responses testing for the interaction between prob-
lem type (syllogisms vs. conditionals) and condition (inte-
grable vs. non-integrable). For this interaction, P-values
corrected for multiple comparisons were computed at clus-
ter level (P < 0.01 uncorrected at voxel level).

Finally, as a further exploratory analysis we evaluated
whether brain areas that were active during the integration
stage of syllogistic reasoning should be considered func-
tionally homogeneous, we ran a principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) on the relevant areas. Six regions of interests
(ROI) were identified on the basis of the activation map of
syllogisms during integration (Fig. 4). The ROIs were proc-
essed with the SPM toolbox ‘‘marsbar’’ (http://marsbar.
sourceforge.net/- version 0.38.2) to extract the average of
the integration effect for syllogistic problems across all
voxels for every subject. The PCA was run on SPSS
software.

RESULTS

Behavioral Performance

Average accuracy was 75% (SD 16%) for integrable syl-
logistic problems, and 78% (SD 12%) for integrable condi-
tional problems (Table II). The difference in accuracy
between the two types of problem was not significant
(paired-t25 ¼ 0.73; P > 0.1). Overall accuracy in nonintegr-
able problems was 83% (SD 10%) for syllogistic problems,
and 86% (SD 11%) for conditional problems. In the subset
of nonintegrable problems (on P2) with a third integrable
sentence (P3), the accuracy was 64% (SD 22%) for syllogis-
tic and 71% (SD 20%) for conditional problems. Thus, per-
formance on problems with three sentences was somewhat
poorer than performance on two-sentence integrable prob-
lems, but it was still above chance level (P < 0.001). This
indicates that nonintegrable P2 were also fully processed
by subjects.

Response times (Table II) were analyzed by two separate
within-subjects ANOVAs. The first was a 2 � 2 ANOVA
on the RTs on P1, the factors being task (reasoning vs.
memory) and type of problem (syllogistic vs. conditional
problems). The main effect of task was significant [F(1,25)
¼ 28.67, P < 0.001], with longer RTs in reasoning problems
compared to memory problems (Table II). Also, the main
effect of problem type was significant [F(1,25) ¼ 86.05, P <
0.001], with longer RTs to conditional P1. The interaction
was not significant [F(1,25) < 1, P > 0.1]. The second
ANOVA was again a 2 � 2, but on RTs from P2 trials.
Within-subject factors were integrability (integrable vs.
nonintegrable premises) and type of problem (syllogistic
vs. conditional problems). The main effects of integrability
and problem type were both significant [integrability:
F(1,25) ¼ 15.52, P < 0.01; problem type: F(1,25) ¼ 6.96, P <
0.05], with longer RTs for integrable premises compared to
nonintegrable ones, and for syllogisms compared to condi-
tionals (Table II). Given that the interaction was significant
[F(1,25) ¼ 55.99, P < 0.001], we also tested simple main
effects, separating conditional from syllogistic problems.
The integration effect on RTs was significant for syllogisms
(paired-t25 ¼ 6.94, P < 0.001), but not for conditional prob-
lems (paired-t25 ¼ 0.32, P > 0.1).

The Heuristic Index (HI) computed on the nonheuristic set
was on average 0.43 (SD ¼ 0.17). HI is different from 1 [one-
sample t25 ¼ 17.01, P < 0.001], the value expected from a
group of subjects always applying the atmosphere heuristic.
This result suggests that our paradigm successfully prevented
a systematic and generalized application of heuristic strat-
egies to solve quantified problems [Reverberi et al., 2009a].

Neuroimaging Evidence on Encoding and

Integration

Two sets of analyses explored the activation associated
specifically with different stages of deductive reasoning:
the encoding stage and the inference or integration stage.
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For the encoding stage, we considered brain activity
related to the presentation of the first premise (P1). We
compared P1 in the reasoning task versus P1 in the mem-
ory task (factor ‘‘task’’), for conditional and syllogistic sen-
tences (factor ‘‘type of premise’’). No voxels showed more
activity during P1 processing in the reasoning task in con-
ditional or syllogistic sentences. As an additional explora-
tory analysis, we checked whether greater activity for
reasoning versus memory encoding could be detected
within the areas that showed a significant integration
effect (see below), by applying a small volume correction
procedure [SVC, Worsley et al., 1996]. We underline that
the encoding effect is independent from the integration
effect, thus the use of SVC is valid, not producing a selec-
tion bias. The comparison remained nonsignificant for con-
ditional sentences. By contrast, we found that the left
lateral frontal lobe was more active during the encoding of
syllogistic premises in the reasoning condition with a peak
in BA 44/45 (x, y, z ¼ �56, 28, 20; z ¼ 3.73, P < 0.05, cor-
rected). The interaction ‘‘problem type (syllogisms vs. con-
ditionals) � task (reasoning vs. memory)’’ confirmed that
the reasoning-related activation during encoding was
greater for syllogisms than for conditional premises in
BA44/45 (x, y, z ¼ �58, 20, 26; z ¼ 3.48, p ¼ 0.07,
corrected).

We investigated the integration stage by assessing brain
activity associated with the second premise (P2) of the rea-
soning task. We first evaluated the integration effect for
conditional and syllogistic problems. A reliable simple
integration effect, for both conditional and syllogistic prob-
lems, was observed in a set of left lateralized frontal brain
areas and in left basal ganglia. In particular, integrating
premises in both conditional and syllogistic problems pro-
duced activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (Brod-
mann areas 44/45), the left precentral gyrus (BA 6), the
left supplementary motor area (SMA, BA 6), and the left
basal ganglia (Table III, Figs. 2 and 3, see also Fig. 1 on
Supp. Info. for the unthresholded t-maps). In addition, the
integration stage with syllogistic problems also activated
the left middle frontal gyrus (orbital portion, BA 46), the
left precuneus (BA 7), and an area bridging left superior
parietal lobule and occipital lobes (BA 19/7). We formally
tested whether the integration effect was present and
where in both types of problem using a conjunction analy-
sis [Nichols et al., 2005]. This confirmed that the com-
monly activated brain areas were in the left inferior frontal
gyrus, the left precentral gyrus, the left SMA, and left ba-
sal ganglia (Table III and Fig. 2, right panel). Next, we
assessed the presence of areas showing a difference
between the integration effect for syllogisms (integrablesyll
> nonintegrablesyll) and the integration effect for condi-
tionals (integrablecond > nonintegrablecond): i.e. with the
interaction problem type (syllogisms vs. conditionals) �
condition (integrable vs. nonintegrable). A significant dif-
ferential effect of integration (with syllogisms > condition-
als, Table III) was observed in the occipital medial gyrus,
in the lateral parietal lobe (angular gyrus), and precuneus
(for all the interaction analyses: P < 0.05, corrected for
multiple comparisons at cluster level).

Finally, it should be noticed that the integration effect
was remarkably lateralized to the left hemisphere, both for
conditional and syllogistic problems. Indeed, correspond-
ing regions in the right hemisphere of those robustly acti-
vated on the left mostly showed no integration effect
whatsoever (see unthresholded t-maps in the Supp. Info.).
These findings provide evidence for a strong lateralization
of the reasoning network to the left hemisphere.

Functional Homogeneity of the

Syllogistic Network

Given the extensive fronto-parietal network of brain
areas that activated during the integration stage of syllo-
gistic reasoning, we evaluated, as an additional explora-
tory analysis, whether this network should be considered
functionally homogeneous, or whether subtle functional
differences could be detected. A possible source of evi-
dence for this issue is the pattern of correlations, across
subjects, between each of the identified brain regions. If
two or more brain areas are indeed a functional unit, then
their activation should correlate highly across subjects.

Figure 3.

Parameter estimates for the height of the hemodynamic response

related to the integration stage, for conditional (cond) and syllogis-

tic problems (syll). The upper row shows the parameter estimates

at the maxima of the conjunction analysis for the integration effect.

The lower row shows the parameter estimates at the voxels of

maximal difference between conditional and syllogisms for the inte-

gration effect (i.e. the problem type � condition interaction in the

integration phase). Error bars indicate standard errors.
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That is, a single factor (representing thus ‘‘the strength of
network activation’’ in each subject) will capture most of
the across-subjects variance in both areas. On the other
hand, if the two areas implement different cognitive func-
tions, then their activation pattern will be less correlated.
We defined six regions of interests (ROI) on the basis of
the activation map of the syllogisms (Fig. 4). Three ROIs
were in the frontal lobe: inferior/orbital frontal cortex (BA
46/47, n. 4 in Fig. 4), inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45, n.
3), and precentral gyrus/SMA (BA 6, n. 2). Two ROIs
were in the parietal lobe (lateral parietal cortex, n. 5;
medial parietal cortex, n. 6) and one was in the basal gan-
glia (n. 1). For each subject, we extracted the average acti-
vation in each ROI. Given the relatively large sample of
subjects we studied, it was possible to submit the resulting
matrix of 26 � 6 values to a principal component analysis.
PCA can identify the minimum number of factors required
to satisfactorily explain the variance of the original set of
variables. It should be noted that the data used in the fac-
tor analysis (a matrix of across ROI correlations for the
same type of problem - syllogisms) are independent of the
data used in the preceding analysis. PCA identified only
two components with eigenvalues >1. The first factor
accounted for only 60% of the total variance. By introduc-
ing the second component, the explained variance rose to
81%. After orthogonal rotation [varimax procedure, Kaiser,
1958], the first component correlated highly with the left
inferior frontal gyrus (r1 ¼ 0.85; r2 ¼ 0.36), the inferior
frontal/orbital cluster (r1 ¼ 0.89; r2 ¼ �0.12) and precen-
tral gyrus/SMA (r1 ¼ 0.70; 2: r2 ¼ 0.58). By contrast, the
second component correlated highly with lateral parietal
(r1 ¼ 0.09; r2 ¼ 0.92) and the medial parietal clusters (r1 ¼
0.15; r2 ¼ 0.85). Intermediate correlation coefficients with
both components were found in the basal ganglia (r1 ¼

0.67; 2: r2 ¼ 0.59). Overall, PCA shows that the network of
areas active during integration of quantified sentences is
not functionally homogeneous: at least two factors are
needed to explain a substantial amount of the variance.
The two sets include respectively areas in the frontal lobe
and others in the parietal lobe. This result is consistent
with the idea that one set of areas is common to condition-
als and syllogistic problems (i.e. the frontal regions) and
another set is specific to syllogistic problems only (i.e. the
parietal regions).

DISCUSSION

Deduction is a basic cognitive ability that allows us to
draw conclusions that we deem necessary from pieces of
previous knowledge (i.e., premises). Laboratory studies of
deduction have used three large classes of problems: rela-
tional problems, propositional problems with premises
involving logical connectives, and syllogistic problems
with premises involving quantifiers. In this study we
investigated whether a single reasoning brain network
underlies syllogistic and propositional reasoning, or
whether these two types of reasoning are associated with
different neural networks. Specifically, we compared two
types of deductive problem in each of two functional
stages of reasoning: namely the encoding of premises and
their integration. In the encoding stage, premises are
stored in working memory; in the integration stage, they
are linked together to generate conclusions.

Encoding of Premises During Conditional

and Syllogistic Reasoning

We compared the activation elicited by a statement
when the participant knows it will be used for reasoning

Figure 4.

Regions of interest (ROI) considered for the PCA. These ROIs are based on the areas showing

a significant integration effect on syllogistic problems (cf. Fig. 2, left panel). [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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with the activation elicited by the same statement when it
is only to be recognised or remembered. Differences
between these two cognitive states may occur because rea-
soning requires a representation of the meaning of a pre-
mise or of its deep logical structure, neither of which are
strictly required for literal recall. No difference was found
in our whole brain analysis. However, when the analysis
was selectively focused on the set of areas activated in the
integration phase (see below), we found a significant effect
of encoding for reasoning vs. encoding for memory in the
left lateral frontal lobe (BA44/45). The effect was present
only for syllogistic problems, as also confirmed by the
problem type (syllogisms > conditionals) by task (reason-
ing vs. memory) interaction in this region. Thus, at least in
case of syllogisms, encoding for reasoning engages more
of the cognitive processes implemented in BA44/45 than
encoding for literal recall. The observed activation
cannot be explained as a mere effect of longer processing
times in the reasoning condition. First, the activation esti-
mates were corrected for the response times at the
encoding stage (i.e. activation ‘‘per unit time’’), so that
mere differences in RTs across conditions will not pro-
duce differences in the activation estimates. Second, in
an analysis of RTs the encoding effect was found with
both syllogistic and conditional sentences, but differential
activation was only present with syllogisms. One inter-
pretation for this effect in BA44/45 may be related to
the extraction and encoding of the logically relevant fea-
tures of a premise, which would be required for reason-
ing. However, conditional premises also require the
extraction of such features. Why then did BA44/45 not
activate for conditional premises too? This may be tenta-
tively explained by the lack of ‘‘structural diversity’’ in
the conditional first premises compared to syllogistic
premises. All conditional first premises had the general
form ‘‘if x then y,’’ while in the case of syllogisms three
logically relevant elements (all, some, none) had to be
differentially encoded and represented. This might have
reduced the need for logic-specific processes with condi-
tional encoding. Alternatively, we might speculate that
the activation specifically associated with syllogisms
during encoding might be due to strategic choices made
by subjects. As the integration stage is more demanding
for syllogisms than for conditionals, subjects may have
decided to fully extract the formal structure of syllogistic
sentences on presentation of the first premise to make
the following integration stage faster and more efficient.
By contrast, in the case of conditional sentences they
may have decided to await the presentation of second
premises before applying any further logic-specific
manipulation.

Overall, our findings show that encoding in syllogistic
reasoning recruits cognitive processes over and above
those triggered by a memory task using exactly the same
stimuli. These processes, arguably support the generation
of logic-specific representations and have their neural sub-
strate in BA44/45.

Integration of Premises During Conditional and

Quantified Reasoning

In order to identify the integration network in both con-
ditional and quantified problems we contrasted brain ac-
tivity associated with integrable second premises (P2)—that
allow the generation of new deductive conclusions—with
brain activity elicited by identical P2 stimuli that did not
permit valid conclusions (nonintegrable P2). We found reli-
able differences in the brain activation associated with con-
ditional and quantified integrable premises. Both types of
problem activated a common set of areas, including left
lateral frontal cortex (mainly BA 44/45) and the left basal
ganglia (Table III and Fig. 2). Besides those common areas,
the integration of syllogistic premises also activated the
lateral parietal cortex, the precuneus, and left ventral
fronto-lateral cortex. Importantly, our experiment allowed
us to check the reliability of these differences within a sin-
gle and relatively large (n ¼ 26) group of subjects by a
direct comparison of the integration effect for the two
classes of deductive problem. This showed that the parie-
tal areas (lateral parietal cortex and precuneus), which dis-
played an integration effect for syllogistic problems only,
also showed a greater integration effect in syllogisms com-
pared to conditional problems. This result corroborates the
hypothesis of the recruitment of differential neural net-
works for the solution of deductive problems that, while
superficially similar, belong to different logical classes.

Furthermore, we assessed whether the set of areas that
were more active during syllogistic integration operated as
a functionally homogeneous network by means of PCA. If
this were the case, a single principal component should
explain most of the between-subjects variance. On the con-
trary, our results show that a combination of two compo-
nents is necessary to account for about 80% of the
between-subjects variance in the syllogistic network, thus
highlighting the probable involvement of at least two dis-
tinct functional subcomponents. Interestingly, one compo-
nent included the parietal areas that activated selectively
for syllogisms, while the second component included the
frontal areas that were similarly activated by the integra-
tion of both syllogisms and conditional problems.

Overall, these findings provide converging evidence for
the involvement of two discrete sets of brain areas in the
integration of deductive premises. The first set includes
the left lateral frontal lobe and the basal ganglia. This set
is involved both in conditional and syllogistic reasoning
and shows a similar level of activity within each subject.
These regions implement the set of cognitive processes
that is used for the generation of deductive conclusions in
both syllogistic and conditional reasoning. The exact na-
ture of these processes varies in the main theories of rea-
soning. Our study cannot be conclusive in this respect,
given the probabilistic nature of the ‘‘reverse inferences’’
[Poldrack, 2006], i.e. the inferences about one particular
cognitive function (e.g., syntactic parsing) based on the
activation of specific brain regions (e.g. BA 44/45).
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Nevertheless, the fact that similar areas in the left lateral
frontal cortex and in the basal ganglia have been found in
previous studies of abstract conditional rule representation
[Bode and Haynes, 2009; Bunge et al., 2003; Muhammad
et al., 2006; Seger and Cincotta, 2006] and syntactic manip-
ulation [Ben-Shachar et al., 2004; Dapretto and Book-
heimer, 1999; Friederici et al., 2006; Makuuchi et al., 2009]
tends to support the mental logic view, which holds that
the detection of formal structures in premises automati-
cally triggers basic, valid, rule-like inferential schemata.

Our findings are compatible with several previous stud-
ies on the neural bases of propositional and syllogistic rea-
soning. Activation of BA 44/45 is almost invariably
observed and the activation of BA 6 and the basal ganglia
have also been often reported [though somewhat less con-
sistently, see Goel et al., 2000; Goel and Dolan, 2003; Goel
and Dolan, 2004; Reverberi et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Moreno
and Hirsch, 2009]. However, the activation of BA44/45 is
at odds with two previous imaging studies, one on the
neural basis of propositional reasoning [Monti et al., 2007;
see also Noveck et al., 2004, but notice that the latter study
may have missed some critical reasoning processes given
the time window of analysis considered] and the other of
syllogistic reasoning [Rodriguez-Moreno and Hirsch,
2009]. Monti and collaborators compared brain activation
while subjects solved complex propositional problems (e.g.
modus tollens) versus simple propositional problems (e.g.
modus ponens). The results showed ‘‘reasoning load’’
effects in a wide network of areas, including BA10, BA8,
and BA 47, but not BA44/45. On the other hand, Rodri-
guez-Moreno and Hirsch [2009] compared brain activation
during syllogistic reasoning versus a memory task. They
found activation in frontal areas (e.g. BA6, BA8, BA9,
BA10, BA47) and parietal areas (BA 40, BA7), but again
not in BA44/45. Several differences in the experimental
paradigms and stimuli may explain the partial discrepan-
cies between those studies and ours. First, Monti and col-
laborators’ subjects were asked to evaluate the validity of
proposed conclusions in deductive problems. The cogni-
tive processes involved in the evaluation of a conclusion
may well differ from those needed for the generation of a
conclusion. Second, the propositional problems used by
Monti were more complex than those we employed. Com-
plex propositional problems may require qualitatively dif-
ferent reasoning systems than those needed to solve
simpler problems. This explanation is consistent with the
theoretical predictions of Mental Logic theory, which pos-
tulate a qualitative transition between the processes
involved in the solution of modus ponens, as compared to
modus tollens problems [Braine and O’Brien, 1998; Rever-
beri et al., 2009b].

However, neither the first nor the second interpretation
applies to the study of Rodriguez-Moreno and Hirsch
[2009], who used stimuli (syllogisms with semantic con-
tent) and experimental procedures (separation between
generation and evaluation) very similar to those we
employed. Both Monti and collaborators and Rodriguez-

Moreno and Hirsch administered the deductive problems
at a relative slow pace (in Monti et al., the time from pre-
sentation to solution ranged between 8 and 15 s; in Rodri-
guez-Moreno and Hirsch’s study subjects, having seen two
premises waited 18 s before answering, or made responses
10 s after being presented conclusions). In our study, sub-
jects generated deductive conclusions within 3.3 (condi-
tional) or 4 s (syllogisms) of the second premise. Thus, in
our paradigm, the generation of deductive conclusions
was closely ‘‘time-locked’’ to the presentation of the sec-
ond premise. This difference in design may have caused a
differential sensitivity to ‘‘sustained’’ vs. ‘‘transient’’ rea-
soning mechanisms, as previously suggested for other cog-
nitive control functions [Braver et al., 2003]. Accordingly,
we hypothesize that BA 44/45 activates in a transient
manner during the generation of conclusions, and that
previous studies may have missed this because they
emphasized sustained processes instead [Monti et al.,
2007; Rodriguez-Moreno and Hirsch, 2009]. Additional
studies with specific fMRI protocols that enable separation
of ‘‘sustained’’ versus ‘‘transient’’ activations are warranted
to test this proposal.

Overall, our findings restate the role of the left lateral
frontal lobe and basal ganglia in deductive reasoning, but
in a way that is more specific both from a cognitive per-
spective because they pertain exclusively to the integration
stage, and from an anatomo-functional perspective,
because in previous studies activated areas were usually
embedded in more widespread networks.

The set of areas that activated during integration
includes the lateral parietal cortex and the precuneus.
These regions activated selectively during syllogistic rea-
soning and dissociated from the frontal areas in a princi-
pal component analysis of interregional correlations.
Together, these findings indicate that the integration of
syllogistic premises recruits processes that are not engaged
by conditional reasoning. Our results do not fit with the
hypothesis that the same cognitive mechanisms underlie
both syllogistic and conditional reasoning. However, they
are in agreement with many previous studies on syllogistic
reasoning [e.g., Bacon et al., 2003; Ford, 1995; Störring,
1908], which have shown variability in peoples’ self
reports about the specific strategies they use to integrate
premises in different syllogistic problems. Conditional rea-
soning typically does not involve such a variety of strat-
egies. This difference may suggest that conditional
reasoning is carried out by means of a single set of proc-
esses, implemented in the left lateral cortex and the basal
ganglia. On the other hand, syllogistic reasoning, which
may result from a plurality of strategies, recruits a wider
range of cognitive processes. Their contribution is reflected
in the additional activation of parietal and ventro-lateral
frontal areas that we find. Consistently, the network of
areas engaged by integration of syllogisms is compatible
with the alternative cognitive processes assumed by Men-
tal Model and Mental Logic theories. As noted earlier, acti-
vation of BA 44/45 can be associated with rule-guided
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transformations. On the other hand, activation of the supe-
rior parietal cortex (BA 7) has also been related to the rep-
resentation and manipulation of spatial relations among
terms [Cavanna and Trimble, 2006]. These processes are
reminiscent of the cognitive operations that the Mental
Model theory proposes are involved during deductive
inference.

An alternative explanation for the recruitment of addi-
tional areas during syllogistic deduction capitalise on the
fact that the administered syllogisms proved to be more
demanding to solve than the conditional problems, as
indexed by the longer reaction times (Table II). This leaves
open the possibility that any complex reasoning proce-
dure, even those not involving quantified sentences, would
nevertheless additionally activate inferior lateral frontal
cortex and the parietal lobe. This would prompt to reinter-
pret the dissociation reported here as an instance of a dis-
sociation between complex and easy deductive reasoning.
The hypothesis needs to be formally tested.

Reliability of the Experimental Paradigm

Recently, three main criticisms have been raised about
neuroimaging studies of deductive reasoning. First, it has
been claimed that baseline tasks in previous experimental
paradigms were not processed at the same level as experi-
mental conditions [Monti et al., 2007]. An incomplete or
superficial processing at baseline may have contributed to
the involvement of linguistic areas in deductive reasoning
observed in many studies [e.g. Goel et al., 2000; Goel and
Dolan, 2003]. Here, we dealt with this issue by inducing
subjects to pay as much attention to integrable second pre-
mise as to nonintegrable ones. In some trials, nonintegr-
able P2 premises had to be integrated with a third premise
(P3), therefore discouraging shallow processing at P2. Su-
perficial processing of P2 would have resulted in random
performance on deductive problems that included the
third premise (P3), which was not the case. Furthermore,
our design also provides an equalization of working mem-
ory requirements for both integrable and nonintegrable
premises with P2. A working memory ‘‘refresh’’ (i.e., a
change in working memory content) takes place for both
integrable (encoding of the new conclusion) and nonin-
tegrable premises (encoding of a completely new stimulus,
P2), while overall memory load is kept constant. The good
match of integrable and nonintegrable statements is also
empirically corroborated by the fact that the processing
time of conditional problems between the two tasks was
not distinguishable (Table II). Notwithstanding the higher
mnestic and linguistic processing requirements at baseline,
BA 44/45 was activated similarly to preceding studies.
Therefore, activation of BA 44/45 cannot be accounted
for by inadequately controlled baseline stimuli. On the
other side, the use of an improved baseline might be
the cause of the lack of the activation in the left parietal
lobule (BA40) for conditional problems, which was

observed in our preceding study on propositional reason-
ing4 [Reverberi et al., 2007].

A second criticism is that in previous studies involving
syllogistic reasoning [Goel et al., 2000; Goel and Dolan,
2003] subjects may have solved most problems by means of
a simple, logically invalid heuristic: e.g. the ‘‘atmosphere’’
heuristic [Beggs and Denny, 1969; Chapman and Chapman,
1959; Reverberi et al., 2009a; Woodworth and Sells, 1935]. In
a behavioral study, Reverberi et al. [2009a] provided evi-
dence that indeed the vast majority of their participants
(>90%) used heuristic strategies when performing reason-
ing tasks similar to those used by Goel et al. [2000, 2003,
2004]. This was probably because of the strict time con-
straints imposed for solution assessment and because of the
exclusive use of syllogisms that could be solved correctly
using heuristic strategies. These findings raise some doubts
about the interpretation of previous neuroimaging findings
of syllogistic reasoning. Here, we addressed this issue by
making the use of heuristics inconvenient. Thus, we relaxed
time constraints and introduced a set of problems for which
the atmosphere heuristic leads to the wrong conclusion.
This set was inserted both in the preexperimental training
session and in the fMRI experiment. Thus, during training
subjects realized that simple heuristics failed to work cor-
rectly for all problems (feed-back provided after each trial).
During fMRI, half the syllogisms were not correctly solvable
with an atmosphere heuristic approach. In this way, we pre-
vented a systematic and generalized application of heuristic
strategies to solve quantified problems. Our finding sug-
gests that, despite these procedures, our activations associ-
ated with syllogistic reasoning partially overlap with those
reported by Goel et al. [2000] suggests that formal heuristic
(as atmosphere heuristic) and valid analytical strategies
involve similar brain areas.

A third recent criticism has been addressed to a preced-
ing study by our group on propositional reasoning [Rever-
beri et al., 2007]. Monti et al. [2009] have pointed out that
simple deductive inferences, such as modus ponens, might
be solved by means of pattern matching routines rather
than ‘‘true’’ deductive reasoning processes. They further
underline that this would particularly be the case when
training is administered before MRI scanning. Both theo-
retical and empirical considerations might be raised here.
Empirically, it is unlikely that in our preceding study the
training procedure has introduced a systematic change on
how the subjects solve deductive problems. If this was
true then we should have observed behavioural (during
training or scanning) or brain activation changes in rela-
tion to practice. However both behavior and brain activa-
tions were stable throughout the experiment [see Fig. 2 in
Supp. Info. and Reverberi et al., 2007]. Furthermore, in the
present experiment, we used a definitively larger set of

4A further difference with the preceding study by our group is the
use of double conditional problems instead of modus ponens. How-
ever double conditionals should not involve different cognitive proc-
esses thanmodus ponens [Santamaria et al., 1998].
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inferences (18 overall, three for conditionals and 15 for syl-
logisms), for which it would have been difficult and incon-
venient to create a full set of pattern matching rules. Yet,
we were able to replicate the frontal activations obtained
in the preceding study. Overall, the available evidence
points towards both a ‘‘cognitive neutrality’’ of training, at
least for simple deductive problem already well practiced
in daily life, and an involvement of BA 44/45 also when
pattern matching is not a viable option.

From the theoretical point of view, one may ask what
should be considered ‘‘true’’ deductive reasoning and what
should not. One definition considers an argument as
‘‘deductive’’ whenever the premises provide a full guaran-
tee about the truth of the conclusion. Following from this
definition, we can assume that a subject is reasoning deduc-
tively whenever he tries to generate a certainly true conclu-
sion given the premises. The range of difficulty in correctly
doing so varies widely. At the easy end, all scholars in the
field agree that even the extremely simple ‘‘modus ponens’’
involves deductive reasoning (If A then B; A; therefore, B).
Besides modus ponens, several other very simple inferences
are considered to trigger deductive reasoning. According to
Mental Logic theories, some inferences are very easy
because individuals innately have—or soon acquire—the
ability to recognize and apply some truth-preserving infer-
ential patterns: ‘‘many psychologists believe that children
learn to reason by acquiring an internal system of logic
[ : : : ]. Reasoning is thus an essentially syntactic or pattern-
matching process in which formal rules are applied to the
premises regardless of their meaning. Indeed, the power of
a formal calculus resides in the feasibility of this applica-
tion.’’ [Johnson-Laird et al., 1986]. What makes ‘‘deductive’’
such a pattern recognition procedure is the type of patterns
recognized (‘‘if A then B’’; ‘‘A’’) and the actions they trigger
(‘‘B’’), i.e. whether the patterns recognized/applied are or
are not valid, truth-preserving deductive arguments.

Thus, two interesting empirical question emerges from
this way of framing current research on deduction. First, is
there a qualitative difference between simple deductive
reasoning—amenable to be solved by pattern matching—
and more complex reasoning [Reverberi et al., 2009b]? In
case of positive answer then it should be important to
explore the neural basis of both type of deductions: the
simple ones, and the more complex ones, possibly associ-
ated with higher intellectual abilities. Second, is there any
difference from the (neuro)cognitive point of view between
deductively valid ‘‘pattern recognition’’ and deductively
invalid ‘‘pattern recognition’’ (e.g. formal heuristics, or fal-
lacies like the ‘‘affirmation of the consequent’’ ‘‘if A then
B,’’ ‘‘B,’’ ‘‘therefore A’’)? Further studies are warranted to
directly answer these fundamental questions.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study complements and further specifies previous
neuroimaging findings concerning deductive arguments,

including conditional arguments and categorical syllo-
gisms. We investigated two stages of reasoning, namely
the encoding of premises and their subsequent integration.

Encoding syllogistic premises for reasoning activates BA
44/45 more than encoding for literal recall. By contrast,
encoding of a conditional premise for reasoning does not
recruit any other areas compared to encoding for literal
recall. This shows that, at least for the case of syllogisms,
additional cognitive processes are recruited to support the
generation of logic-specific representations.

The integration of conditional premises activates left lat-
eral frontal cortex (mainly BA 44/45) and basal ganglia.
Integration of syllogistic premises activates the same
fronto-striatal network plus additional regions in the left
lateral parietal, medial parietal and left ventro-lateral fron-
tal cortex. Thus, at the integration stage, syllogistic argu-
ments recruit an additional set of areas than do
conditional arguments. These findings challenge the view
that a single reasoning system underlies both types of
arguments, rather they support cognitive theories and em-
pirical studies which suggest that syllogistic reasoning
involves qualitatively different cognitive processes.

Finally, the activation of BA 44/45 during both encoding
(syllogisms) and premise integration (syllogisms and con-
ditionals) suggests a central role for syntactic manipula-
tions and formal/linguistic representations during
deductive reasoning.
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